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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We can receive commissions on purchases made from the links we choose. When it comes to PC gaming, there are all cavalcade names stretched against players. No matter what type of player you are, there is something out
there for you to play. From the expanding night roads of the city to fuser's goodness mixing DJ music, there's a game that's perfect for everyone, no matter what they taste. But what makes a good computer game? There are several aspects that go into ensuring the title is good, including strict game mechanics, expert storytelling, and crafted, which ensures
that you feel like you are getting your time and money worth of game to choose from. But it's not always easy enough to figure out what games are worth jumping into. With this in mind, we have chosen the best choices in various genres: RTS games, RPG, rogue, etc. What we like is a great story that takes place within the open world of gorgeous graphics
that looks even better pc many quests to complete what we do not like Some mistakes and glitches in the game's early life cycle Little repeatability after you complete all quest cyberpunk 2077 is a result of years worth of development and hype from CD Projekt RED, the same team that brought us Witcher 3 A: Wild Hunt is arguably one of the best PC RPG of
all time. Best described as the futuristic Grand Theft Auto, it places a player protagonist named V, who finds himself sharing a copy of the body with one of the greatest rockstars of all time: Johnny Silverhand's shoes. Players explore the massive urban area of Night City, while working to get to the bottom of the predicament they find themselves in, all while
completing various goals and missions. Explore a future where violence is the norm, and sex sells like an experience. Cyberpunk 2077 will allow you to experience one of the most stylish dystopian futures ever, with clean gunplay and fantastic writing. Also, there is a bunch to help Keanu Reeves. What we like is a fantastic new campaign with lots of content
in choice maps battles across the cross-progression with Call of Duty: Warzone What we don't like is the low repetition of the main campaign sometimes frustrating players who rely on glitches in the multiplayer 17th overall installment of the Call of Duty series, Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War takes a tight gunplay from Call of Duty games and takes a single-
player campaign back to the past of this 80's adventure. He follows CIA officer Russell Adler, who is tasked with pursuing Soviet spy Perseus before dismantling the United States as a global power. It's an extensive sequel to the Black Ops story and brings some classic Call of Duty multiplayer good times again. Black Ops cold war includes a selection of
new and returning game modes, also called Fireteam, which supports up to 40 players. It also offers individual character creation with individual class loads and a progression system that deals with Call of Duty: Warzone, which fills the battle royale niche for players. It's a fast, addictive action that serves up arcade-like shooting along with many different maps
to explore. What we like to play throughout Halo's history with one collection of great campaign and multiplayer map editing and customization with Forge Editor What we don't like Older games may not always have the most populated servers When redo graphics are not as charming as the old Halo series is one of the most famous recordings in the sci-fi
universe. You have to buy each separately in older consoles. Now you can play through most of the series throughout Halo: Master Chief Collection, which is more than just a great value for players. It's also a convenient way to prepare for the next record in the series, debuting in 2021: Halo Infinite. It also allows for an easy way for players wanting to return
to the lineup to play games without relying on older consoles and hardware. It is easier than ever to play Halo with others online, especially with the support of Steam. It's the best, state-of-the-art way to enjoy Halo, and it's the most affordable as well. What we like about the complex, addictive roguelike game of intriguing story, which follows Greek mythology
Absolutely dazzling artwork and character illustrations what we don't like progress can be too slow when the narrative doesn't change with future reps of Zagreus, Hades' son himself, is quite awkward: he tries to escape the dungeon. He's on his way to Mount Olympus, but he can't do it alone. He needs the help of powerful Olympians who want to help lift him
out of oppressive, dark dungeons in order to find a new life - and a secret acquaintance, revealed later in the game. Zagreus uses the skills given to him by those on Mount Olympus, whether amateur or more powerful attack and defensive stats, to finally achieve his goal. Players run through the layout of different rooms to change each playthrough, with
randomly determined enemies and challenges. Zagreus will progress further every time he can finally continue throughout history. It's a satisfying journey from zero to hero, coincidentally, like a song from Disney's Hercules, and it's a very worthwhile trip worth taking because slow burn is part of the game's charm. It also contains particularly fantastic works of
art. What we like about a variety of different songs mixed together intuitive song mixing structure really feels as if you are a festival DJ What we don't like just fragments of most songs mixed Can be finished pretty quickly Fuser is another logical evolution of what creator Harmonix was from. It takes everything you love about mixing the musical act along with
the excitement of DJing in front of a lively crowd. Take a selection of songs and listen to them as they mix together into a cacophony of vision and sound. Fuser is the ultimate amalgam of music, pageantry, and video and audio marriage to create satisfying shows. You can customize your DJ, work your way from the festival scene to even bigger arenas, and
eventually emerge as one of the greatest EDM artists the world has ever seen. Play with massively popular musicians and test your power with the challenges you have to play with rhythm without losing a rhythm. If nothing else, it's a great way to experience the excitement of enjoying live music festivals when you can't get out of the house. What we like is a
flexible narrative that allows you to experience various crime lords addictive strategic kind battles that feel good with the melee and arms pounding historical information slipped with fancy characters for fun What we don't like Sometimes mistakes to deal with Some missions is a somewhat repetitive Empire sin is one of the most inventive strategy games
debuted in recent years. This is not about the battle between the Earth and some distant civilizations, or even groups that have faced ideologies. It's a good, old-fashioned tale of gangsters working to settle over each other, slices over the territory and goes out on top of each other. You have to build up your own speakeasies and rackets as you deal with
enemy bosses. After all, you will see that you are the most powerful gangster ever hit the streets. It's up to you to grow your gang and hire to help expand your influence, but battles that allow you to rule the city with an iron fist are some of the most interesting parts of the whole game. What we like about a massive open world to explore set the Viking age
gleefully violent to combat interesting scenes that meet the pull-off of many side missions to unlock and complete along with the narrative what we don't like flyting can be a little silly was an assassin's creed adventure set in various times and places throughout history. Assassin's Creed Valhalla takes players to the Vikings' invasion of Great Britain, allowing
players to explore the Viking age for the first time. Like viking warrior Eivor, who can be adapted to your liking, you will be responsible for settling new Viking land and bringing your lands together while dealing with English influences. In what may be one of the most violent assassin's creed adventures yet, you hack and lean your way to supremacy, all while
keeping your people safe. It's a dynamic, visceral assassin's creed that can change your preconceptions about the series, and a great showcase of what PC gaming can. The final verdict of Cyberpunk 2077 combines a huge overworld with satisfying gunplay and a thrilling story about one of the best games for you this year pc. While it stumbles upon some
mistakes and glitches early when you enter Night City, you realize you don't want to leave any time soon. Character-driven role-playing games for fans and freedom to explore, Cyberpunk 2077 presents droves. Taylor Clemons has more than three years of experience writing about games and consumer technology. She wrote IndieHangover, GameSkinny,
TechRadar, and her publication, Steam Shovelers. Author Alex Williams is an experienced technology and gaming journalist and certified developer who has been writing about and embracing the technology industry for more than five years. He joined Lifewire back in 2016 to help develop reviews and review products, and his work also appeared in several
other top technology publications. Kelsey Simon has been a player all her life, she even built her own gaming computer and is a big fan of competitive shooters. Our own technology editor, Ajay Kumar, is a big time PC player. He built his own gaming computer, which he uses every day, and he played almost every game on this list. He particularly liked
Witcher 3 for its plot and morally challenging choice and Dishonored 2 for a fragile industrial environment mixed with a unique level of design. Genre - The main thing to consider when you are in the game shopping, what kind of games you like the most. It doesn't matter how well designed the game is, if it's a thing you never play, so if you love first-person
shooters, it's possible that flight sims just aren't for you. We chose the best of each genre and tried to be as inclusive as possible, so no matter what type of games you like the most, our list is probably something for you. Length – Of course, a 100-hour JRPG may seem like a very valuable bid for your $60, but if you're a busy pro, you can actually get more
fun from a short linear shooter (and more satisfaction when you could actually finish it). There are also an increasing number of games like the service that offers an ever-evolving suite of systems and gameplay that you can dip into whenever you want, often for a single fixed fee. Storytelling - If you're a player who loves a rich story and a fully developed,
immersive world, you can accept both (or more) satisfaction from an adventure game or visual novel, as with the latest activism of FPS. On the other hand, if you get your story starting with books, movies and/or TV, maybe an addictive little puzzle game or MOBA is the best gaming investment for you. You.
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